January 11, 2013

County Clerk/Registrar of Voters (CC/ROV) Memorandum #13006

TO: All County Clerks/Registrars of Voters

FROM: Catherine Ingram-Kelly
CalVoter Elections Specialist

RE: CalVoter: CDPH Historic Death Records

*************** CALVOTER ALERT ***************

We have processed death records supplied by the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) which cover the deaths that were recorded November and December 2012. The files have been transferred to your CalVoter Workstation Inbox.

You will find the files in your CalVoter Inbox on the CalVoter workstation. In most cases, the filename will end with "_DHS.txt."

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call the CalVoter Help Desk at (888) 868-3225.

Thank you.